AMENDMENT NO._______  Calendar No._______

Purpose: To require the annual audit report to include a statement on the compensation and services for executives and administration officials of the United States Olympic and Paralympic Committee.


S. 2330

To amend the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act to provide for congressional oversight of the board of directors of the United States Olympic and Paralympic Committee and to protect amateur athletes from emotional, physical, and sexual abuse, and for other purposes.

Referred to the Committee on ______________ and ordered to be printed

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Ms. CANTWELL

Viz:

1. On page 26, between lines 22 and 23, insert the following:

   “(v) A detailed statement of the amounts spent on compensation and services for executives and administration officials of the corporation, including the 20 employees of the corporation who receive the highest amounts of compensation.”